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BIA/ Kelsey Briefing 

SMB Digital Marketing 
2013: Is Software the 
Answer to Local’s 
Challenges? 

 

Summary In this briefing, we examine a few key 
conference themes introduced on the panel “Focus 
on Profits: Winning Strategies for SMB Marketing” 
at last month’s SMB Digital Marketing event in 
Austin, Texas. One involves balancing the opposing 
SMB requirements of high-touch sales (to reduce 
churn) and automation (to improve margin). The 
answer? SaaS-based operational products that 
have found success at the enterprise level will play 
a crucial role in the future of local. Another key 
question is how start-ups in the SMB space should 
balance growth and profitability. The general view 
emerged that high customer lifetime value dictates 
a focus on growth over profits in the short term. 

Locked In  

To kick off BIA/Kelsey’s SMB Digital Marketing 
conference earlier this month, Executive in 
Residence Warren Kay led a panel of heavy hitters 
to bat around operational and financial strategies 
for local media companies and early stage 
startups. 

The panelists were Matt Booth, CEO, YellowBot; 
Mike Dodd, Partner, Austin Ventures; Gordon 
Henry, VP/GM Small Business Services, Deluxe 
Corp.; and Michael Vivio, president of Cox 
Targeted Media. 

"How do you balance profits and growth," posed 
Kay to open the session. "The challenge of 
acquisition and fragmentation of your customer 
base, and retaining those customers is incredible." 

The panel’s consensus was that software and 
infrastructure products will be the future of local. 
These products have better unit economics and 
more importantly, high customer retention and 
recurring revenue. This is due to the greater lock-
in these products achieve.  

This concept relates to the SMB “Operating 
System” analogy that BIA/Kelsey has examined a 
great deal over the past year. The idea is that 
operational tools – more so than marketing – have 
a higher perceived “mission critical” value for 
SMBs, hence the lock-in effect.  

Reality Check 

Despite the marketplace’s enchantment with shiny 
new technology, there needs to be a more 
utilitarian focus on what's going to make money 
for investors, asserted Gordon Henry. 

On that measure, companies he admires in local 
media (and other segments) have the common 
traits of high margins and low touch service 
components. To the above mentioned theme, 
these most notably include software and SaaS 
based products. 

Naming names, this is best exemplified by 
ValueClick and DemandForce, the latter which was 
sold for a huge multiple to Intuit. Henry also cited 
Endurace for achieving high EBITDA through an 
emphasis on software and a relatively low cost 
structure. 

"The challenge is when you involve lots of humans 
and high touch sales," said Henry. "Businesses in 
local that are reselling are facing a lot of margin 
pressure." 

When It’s OK to Burn 

Of course building such models is easier said than 
done. Getting to the enviable position of the 
companies mentioned above requires long growth 
phases. This is a mark of enterprise software. The 
question is how much runway should companies 
be granted to get there?  

Faced with the question of value in a company like 
Marketo, which just went public but isn't yet 
profitable, Mike Dodd took the devil’s advocate 
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position that the company is exactly where it 
should be. It deserves to be there based on its 
many indications of future value.  

 
The Focus on Profits panel at the SMB Digital Marketing 

conference moderated by BIA/Kelsey Executive in  
Residence Warren Kay. 

"If you are a SaaS offering like Marketo, burn as 
much as you can," he said. That might sound 
weird, admitted Dodd, but when you have a 
product with high gross margin and high retention 
rates, you can afford to spend a lot to acquire that 
customer upfront. 

"They're focused on getting coverage and mopping 
up as many customers as possible,” he said. 
“Customers get locked in for high retention, and 
there’s also a lot of upsell potential and higher 
margins. When those factors are in place, you can 
burn through capital and you'll reach profitability 
over time because the customer lifetime value is 
high." 

This is more the case in enterprise than in local 
due to more challenged margins and retention. But 
a goal in local should be to emulate what has been 
done in the enterprise space, and to preserve 
margin through higher automation, low touch and 
operational lock-in.  

Personalization vs. Automation 

Valpak faces many of the above challenges. Its 
franchise model gives it a committed localized 
sales force, but there’s margin pressure inherent in 
the channel structure. That requires creative 

product development and achieving scale: "the 
hard stuff," says Vivio. 

"It's the hand to hand combat; the conversation 
over the hood of a pickup truck,” he says. ”I 
admire the companies that get that type of 
customer with digital offerings. We're getting there 
on longstanding relationships and trust in 40 years 
of business. 

"The challenge is scale. You have to do the right 
thing by the small business and do it in a way that 
will pay. Lots of these things are difficult for SMBs 
to understand. They have to be explained by a 
human, but done in a way that is profitable." 

Structural Integrity 

Prolific angel investor Y Combinator founder Paul 
Graham recently wrote on his influential blog that 
in order to be considered a legitimate startup, your 
growth rate should be 7 percent to 10 percent per 
week. Matt Booth agrees that growth is important, 
but so is customer retention. 

"The expectations you often see with investors is 
that you're able to at least double your business 
year over year for the foreseeable future," he said 
"But they also want to see recurring revenue." 

Booth asserts that most players in local are selling 
marketing or infrastructure/operational products. 
Those on the marketing side should think about 
incorporating operational products that have 
natural synergies. For example, POS payment 
processing. 

The difference in customer retention is huge when 
you consider the operational players are locked in 
with stickier relationships. Booth mentions the 
Intuits and Squares of the world as examples. SMB 
advertising conversely has famously high churn 
rates in the 40 percent range. 

"If you're not on the infrastructure side and you're 
just on the advertiser side alone without a large 
legacy sales force, you're going to find it very 
difficult to scale," said Booth. 

Final Thoughts: Balancing Act 

Marc Andreesen famously claimed last year that 
"software will eat the world." The idea was similar 
to many of the claims made by the panelists; SaaS 
based products can achieve high efficiencies, 
margins and recurring revenue.  
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Now it's clear that a secular shift in the opportune 
(but highly challenged) local space might involve 
this same concept. Indeed, many technological 
trends start at the national or enterprise level 
before trickling down market to the local segment.  

Mike Dodd (center) makes a point during the  
Focus on Profits panel in Austin. 

As Dodd noted, local is challenged more than 
enterprise markets by margin compression and a 
fickle SMB customer base. This creates an 
imperative for even greater operational efficiencies 
and automation to preserve margin at low SMB 
spending levels. 

That however works against the human touch and 
hand holding that SMBs often require, as 
mentioned by Vivio. The size of this dilemma 
creates a proportionately larger payoff for 
companies that can achieve the right balance of 
scale, automation and personalization.  

The answer lies in software, at least in part. Like it 
did at the national level and at Andreesen’s 
“worldly” level, software might eat local next.  
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